Abstract: Modular systems have been mostly researched in relatively low-rise structures but, lately, their applications to mid-to high-rise structures began to be reviewed, and research interest in new modularization subjects has increased. The application of modular systems to mid-to high-rise structures requires the structural stability of the frame and connections that consist of units, and the evaluation of the stiffness of structures that are combined in units. However, the combination of general units causes loss of the cross-section of columns or beams, resulting in low seismic performance and hindering installation works in the field. In addition, the evaluation of a frame considering such a cross-sectional loss is not easy. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a joint that is stable and easy to install. In the study, a rigidly connected modular system was proposed as a moment-resisting frame for a unit modular system, and their joints were developed and their performances were compared. The proposed system changed the ceiling beam into a bracket type to fasten bolts. It can be merged with other seismic force-resisting systems. To verify the seismic performance of the proposed system, a cyclic loading test was conducted, and the rigidly connected joint performance and integrated behavior at the joint of modular units were investigated. From the experimental results, the maximum resisting force of the proposed connection exceeded the theoretical parameters, indicating that a rigid joint structural performance could be secured.
Introduction

Research Background
The potential of modular systems has been recognized in the construction market, going beyond the role of temporary on-site structures. Accordingly, various types of modular structure systems have been suggested in many developed countries, and various attempts have been made to design them, with structural stability and easy construction as the main considerations. The demand for modular-type structures has been increasing with time, and such structures are used in diverse applications, such as houses, schools, and hospitals. Module development and performance evaluation for mid-to high-rise buildings have drawn the attention of a number of construction companies of late [1, 2] .
The studies on modular construction have been diverse lately, including those on BIM(Building Information Modeling)-based project planning [3] , structural performance in extreme environments [4] or hysteresis behavior under a seismic load [5] , construction algorithms [6] , and the demand for and application of modular construction methods [7] [8] [9] , as well as case studies of modular buildings [2] . These studies have developed platforms in connection with BIM, devised methods that can achieve durability and structural stability under various conditions, and with simple assembly. They have also made efforts to demonstrate the validity of the construction algorithms developed for installation. Through this process, various ideas and techniques have been developed, and in the long run, the modularization of all the structures will increase their economic feasibility.
In the case of a modular system, various systems have been suggested to minimize the on-site processes. In particular, securing seismic performance at the joints of modules is not easy, thus, it is economically advantageous to develop a rigidly connected joint for lateral-load resistance [10] . It is difficult, however, to quantitatively evaluate the structural behavior and seismic performance of the joint between the basic units of a modular system, and it is also difficult to design the joint of an existing modular system as a fully rigid joint [11] . This is because the evaluation of the linkage between units is difficult, and the relevant studies are insufficient. Thus, a connection that can serve as a moment-resisting frame needs to be suggested, and its structural performance needs to be evaluated through an experiment. For general modular design, the use of a brace or a shear wall as the lateral-load-resisting element has been investigated [12, 13] . In the present study, however, securing a rigid joint performance that can induce a more efficient construction method and an integrated behavior at the joint of modular units was investigated.
Suggestion of a Column-Beam Joint
For a modular system, it is desirable to produce steel modular units in a factory and to finish the construction with the minimum processes on site so that the recycling of resources can be promoted and mass production can be enabled by securing a certain level of quality. Accordingly, modular units are typically connected using a connection plate and a high-strength bolt. As for the existing connection, holes are made on the members around the connection part, and high-strength bolts are fastened on the site using a hand wrench. The holes of a column, however, degrade the cross-sectional performance of the column and cause the deterioration of the on-site workability due to the use of a hand wrench. Such a joint, therefore, requires a separate lateral-force-resisting element (e.g., a brace).
In the present study, to make up for the aforementioned disadvantages, a basic unit was fabricated using a square-shaped steel pipe column without holes, a floor beam, central ceiling beam, and a ceiling bracket, as shown in Figure 1 , and a new joint where the linkage between the basic units consists of a connection plate and a high-strength bolt was suggested, as shown in Figure 2 . The suggested joint has no cross-sectional column loss and can increase the construction quality, as a high-strength bolt can be easily fastened on site. In addition, the cross-section can be optimized by using the ceiling beam for the joint between the units, and by splitting the bracket and the central beam that can increase the seismic performance. As shown in Figure 2 , L-, T-, and cruciform-shaped connecting devices can be standardized depending on the module assembly. These standardized connecting devices can easily connect and disconnect basic unit modules, and can be reused. 
Research Purpose
Steel moment-resisting frames are classified into three types: a special moment frame, an intermediate moment frame, and an ordinary moment frame. The relevant regulations reflect the results of the studies conducted based on the lessons from various earthquakes. The three steel moment frames require different levels of inelastic capability: the ordinary moment frames are close to the elastic design, whereas the special moment frames require relatively high, inelastic deformation. The seismic performance of the special moment frame is such that the earthquake energy is dissipated due to the bending collapse of the end of the beam, whereas the column and joint remain elastic. In other words, in the event of an earthquake, which is the fundamental principle of capacity design of the moment-resisting frame, the plastic hinge formation of the column is avoided in this method while the beam dissipates the input energy. This "strong column-weak beam" design concept is aimed at optimizing the energy dissipation capacity of structures, and is obtained by developing a collapse mechanism of global type [14] . For the design of the collapse mechanism of global type, the theory of plastic mechanism-based on the kinematic theorem of plastic collapseand a design method with improved theory have been devised and developed [14, 15] .
When seen from the viewpoint of seismic design through energy dissipation, the standard of a joint is defined considering the ∆ effect, depending on the plastic deformation capacity and the increase in deformation. Depending on the criterion, the joint flexural strength of a special moment frame can be defined as less than 80% of the nominal plastic flexural strength until the drift angle of 0.04 rad [16] . Therefore, in the present study, a cyclic loading test was conducted for a modular 
Steel moment-resisting frames are classified into three types: a special moment frame, an intermediate moment frame, and an ordinary moment frame. The relevant regulations reflect the results of the studies conducted based on the lessons from various earthquakes. The three steel moment frames require different levels of inelastic capability: the ordinary moment frames are close to the elastic design, whereas the special moment frames require relatively high, inelastic deformation. The seismic performance of the special moment frame is such that the earthquake energy is dissipated due to the bending collapse of the end of the beam, whereas the column and joint remain elastic. In other words, in the event of an earthquake, which is the fundamental principle of capacity design of the moment-resisting frame, the plastic hinge formation of the column is avoided in this method while the beam dissipates the input energy. This "strong column-weak beam" design concept is aimed at optimizing the energy dissipation capacity of structures, and is obtained by developing a collapse mechanism of global type [14] . For the design of the collapse mechanism of global type, the theory of plastic mechanism-based on the kinematic theorem of plastic collapse-and a design method with improved theory have been devised and developed [14, 15] .
When seen from the viewpoint of seismic design through energy dissipation, the standard of a joint is defined considering the P − ∆ effect, depending on the plastic deformation capacity and the increase in deformation. Depending on the criterion, the joint flexural strength of a special moment frame can be defined as less than 80% of the nominal plastic flexural strength M p until the drift angle of 0.04 rad [16] . Therefore, in the present study, a cyclic loading test was conducted for a modular system with the suggested joint, and the seismic performance was verified. Three specimens were used, using the size and shape of the ceiling bracket as variables, since these are the most important elements for designing the suggested column-beam joint as a fully rigid connection. Additionally, one specimen for seismic-performance comparison was designed and manufactured based on the details actually applied. In order to compare the stiffness and strength of the specimen, a finite element analysis (FEA) was conducted. For FE analysis, a general-purpose finite element method (FEM) software-ANSYS (ver.10.0) [17] -was used, and the analysis was performed up to 4% drift angle.
Experiment Outline
Experiment Plan
The specimen was an exterior joint specimen consisting of a square-shaped steel pipe column, a floor channel beam, and a ceiling bracket; the central ceiling beam was excluded because it did not contribute to the seismic performance. Table 1 summarizes the components of the specimen, depending on the variables that were used in this study. Figure 3 shows a detailed drawing of the specimen. For the column of the specimen, a square-section steel tube was used, and for the floor beam, a channel was used (see Table 1 ). For the ceiling bracket used as the variable, channels and an L-section steel were used, depending on the size and shape (see Table 1 ). The channel was manufactured by bending a steel plate; for the joint of the column, the floor beam, and the ceiling bracket, the torque-shear bolted joint, which can easily secure the standard bolt tension, was applied using a power tool. A stiffener was installed at the bolted joint of the floor beam and the ceiling bracket. By installing an internal diaphragm, the column was designed so that failure would not occur at the joint until the specimen exhibits the maximum resisting force. For the comparison specimen, C200-W, a welded joint (full-penetration welding) was applied between the column and the channels that were used as the floor beam and the ceiling beam. The initial rigidity and hysteresis characteristics of the comparison specimen were then compared with those of the remaining specimens. The modular system forms a structure by combining units. The columns and beams of the modular building are formed by combining several units of columns and beams. The inside columns of the modular building are combined with the four-edge columns of the unit to form one column, while in the case of the inside beams, two floor beams and two ceiling brackets are combined to form one beam. From this perspective, the section property for each member of the modular building can be obtained with simple summation of each section property of the unit. The member design should satisfy the performance requirements of the element of the unit. The unit used in the specimen of this paper consisted of elements endowed with the property of slenderness, as shown in Table 2 . In the table, λ represents the slenderness ratio of the column under compression, and λ f and λ w each represents the width-to-thickness ratio of the column and beam. The level of slenderness of each member can be judged by the limit λ p of the compact section and the limit λ r of the non-compact section [16] . Considering the steel used in this study, the beam flange belongs to a relatively narrow non-compact section. H, B and t are the depth, width and thickness of channel, respectively and unit is mm. K, L, and r are the effective length factor of column, unsupported length of column, and the radius of gyration of column's section, respectively.
The distance from the loading point to the center of the column was 2875 mm. For the column, a pin was applied to both supporting points, and the distance between the supporting points was 4500 mm. The four bolts were used to connect the end of the actuator to the end of the beam, which is the loading point. The six bolts were also used to connect the column to the base block, so that distraction and slip would not occur at the loading point and the supporting point of the column until the specimen reached the maximum resistance.
Cyclic Loading
For the loading device, pin support was applied to both ends of the column, and an actuator was connected to the end of the floor beam, as shown in Figure 4 . The experiment was conducted by laying the modular specimen that was originally in a vertical position (rotated by 90 • ) for the convenience of the experiment.
For the loading plan, the displacement was controlled based on the loading hysteresis for the seismic-performance verification of a steel structure column-beam joint specified in KBC 2009 [16] . As for the sign of the load and displacement of the joint, the directions towards which the actuator would push and full were set to be positive (+) and negative (−), respectively. Figure 5 and Table 3 show the drift ratio and the loading cycle pattern. In the table, the 1st through 9th cycles represent the force plan that was designed to compare the results up to the 4% drift angle, which is the reference of the special moment frame connection. In the 10th cycle, the force plan was designed to be unilateral in order to analyze the end status of the structure, regardless of standards. Table 2 . Slenderness ratio and width-to-thickness ratio of the modular unit's elements. H, B and t are the depth, width and thickness of channel, respectively and unit is mm. , , and are the effective length factor of column, unsupported length of column, and the radius of gyration of column's section, respectively.
Modular Unit's Member
Cyclic Loading
For the loading device, pin support was applied to both ends of the column, and an actuator was connected to the end of the floor beam, as shown in Figure 4 . The experiment was conducted by laying the modular specimen that was originally in a vertical position (rotated by 90°) for the convenience of the experiment.
For the loading plan, the displacement was controlled based on the loading hysteresis for the seismic-performance verification of a steel structure column-beam joint specified in KBC 2009 [16] . As for the sign of the load and displacement of the joint, the directions towards which the actuator would push and full were set to be positive (+) and negative (−), respectively. Figure 5 and Table 3 show the drift ratio and the loading cycle pattern. In the table, the 1st through 9th cycles represent the force plan that was designed to compare the results up to the 4% drift angle, which is the reference of the special moment frame connection. In the 10th cycle, the force plan was designed to be unilateral in order to analyze the end status of the structure, regardless of standards. 
Experiment Results
Mechanical Characteristics of the Material
For the tensile test of SPSR400-grade and SPHC-grade steel [19, 20] used in the experiment, three tensile specimens were manufactured, following the Test Pieces for the Tensile Test for Metallic Materials (KS B 0801) [21] . The tensile test was conducted following the Method of Tensile Test for Metallic Materials (KS B 0802) [22] , and the results of the test are summarized in Table 4 . 
Theoretical and Experimental Initial Stiffness of the Specimens
The initial stiffness of the specimens was compared with the theoretical stiffness based on the mechanical model shown in Figure 6 , while Table 5 and Figure 7 show the evaluation results.
The stiffness of the specimens for the (+) direction showed a 0.987-0.878 distribution relative to the initial stiffness of the specimen based on the theoretical equation. The average was 0.928, and the standard deviation was 0.048. The stiffness for the (−) direction showed a 1.079-0.884 distribution relative to the theoretical initial stiffness. The average was 0.972, and the standard deviation was 0.085. Accordingly, the initial stiffness obtained from the experiment could predict the theoretical initial rigidity based on the mechanical model, and the result was close to a rigidly connected joint. 
Experiment Results
Mechanical Characteristics of the Material
Theoretical and Experimental Initial Stiffness of the Specimens
Maximum Resisting Force of Each Specimen
Using the tensile test results of the materials, the maximum resisting forces of the specimens were compared with the nominal moment strength of the floor beam based on the theoretical equation, similar to the initial stiffness examined in the previous section. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 6 and Figure 8 . In this regard, the nominal moment strength, which is the theoretical maximum resisting force of the beam, is determined by the flange local buckling strength, whose value is smaller than those of the plastic moment and lateral buckling strength. 
Using the tensile test results of the materials, the maximum resisting forces of the specimens were compared with the nominal moment strength of the floor beam based on the theoretical equation, similar to the initial stiffness examined in the previous section. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 6 and Figure 8 . In this regard, the nominal moment strength, which is the theoretical maximum resisting force of the beam, is determined by the flange local buckling strength, whose value is smaller than those of the plastic moment and lateral buckling strength.
The maximum resisting forces of all the connections, excluding the (−) direction of specimens C100-B and L200-B, exceeded the theoretical nominal moment of the beam. For a total of four specimens, the maximum moment of the specimen for the (+) direction obtained from the experiment showed a 1.088-0.917 distribution relative to the theoretical nominal moment of the beam. The average was 1.016, and the standard deviation was 0.075. The maximum moment of the specimen for the (−) direction obtained from the experiment showed a 1.197-0.887 distribution relative to the theoretical nominal moment of the beam. The average was 1.034, and the standard deviation was 0.132. Accordingly, it was found that the maximum resisting force obtained from the experiment exceeded the maximum resisting force based on the theoretical equation. The maximum resisting forces of all the connections, excluding the (−) direction of specimens C100-B and L200-B, exceeded the theoretical nominal moment of the beam. For a total of four specimens, the maximum moment of the specimen for the (+) direction obtained from the experiment showed a 1.088-0.917 distribution relative to the theoretical nominal moment of the beam. The average was 1.016, and the standard deviation was 0.075. The maximum moment of the specimen for the (−) direction obtained from the experiment showed a 1.197-0.887 distribution relative to the theoretical nominal moment of the beam. The average was 1.034, and the standard deviation was 0.132. Accordingly, it was found that the maximum resisting force obtained from the experiment exceeded the maximum resisting force based on the theoretical equation. 
Finite Element (FE) Modeling and Analysis Results of Each Specimen
In order to compare the initial stiffness and strength of the specimen, ANSYS (ver.10.0) [17] , a general-purpose finite element method (FEM) software, was used to perform the analysis. The adopted FEM program has the advantage of easily introducing bolt tension in the analysis of joint and convenient modeling of contact state. The finite element used in the analysis was SOLID45 and the welded parts of the modeling were not considered. In the case of the 3D solid bolt model [23] , the screw part was not considered but the initial tension and contact elements of the bolt was introduced in this work. The bolt was given a design bolt (F10T-M20) tension value of 164.93 kN using PREST179 element [17] . For the interface between the steel plate and the bolt, CONTA174 and TARGE170 elements were used, respectively, with the slip coefficient assumed to be 0.5. For convenience, it is assumed that no slip occurs on the side where the bolt and washer meet, with the results of finite element modeling of the specimen shown in Figure 9 . 
In order to compare the initial stiffness and strength of the specimen, ANSYS (ver.10.0) [17] , a general-purpose finite element method (FEM) software, was used to perform the analysis. The adopted FEM program has the advantage of easily introducing bolt tension in the analysis of joint and convenient modeling of contact state. The finite element used in the analysis was SOLID45 and the welded parts of the modeling were not considered. In the case of the 3D solid bolt model [23] , the screw part was not considered but the initial tension and contact elements of the bolt was introduced in this work. The bolt was given a design bolt (F10T-M20) tension value of 164.93 kN using PREST179 element [17] . For the interface between the steel plate and the bolt, CONTA174 and TARGE170 elements were used, respectively, with the slip coefficient assumed to be 0.5. For convenience, it is assumed that no slip occurs on the side where the bolt and washer meet, with the results of finite element modeling of the specimen shown in Figure 9 . A 20 mm rigid element was modeled at the end of the column to assume both ends of the column as a hinge in the finite element modeling, before the boundary condition was applied. FE analysis should be performed according to the cyclic loading plan, but only incremental FE analysis was performed up to 4% drift angle (0.04 rad) in the (+) and (−) directions, respectively, for convenience and reduced analysis time. The results are shown in Figure 10 , and the moment-rotation curve shows an inelastic behavior beyond the elastic range as the drift angle increases. As shown in the figure, the nonlinear curve of the interpretation result shows a pattern similar to the hysteretic behavior, only the larger the drift angle is, the larger the difference is. A 20 mm rigid element was modeled at the end of the column to assume both ends of the column as a hinge in the finite element modeling, before the boundary condition was applied. FE analysis should be performed according to the cyclic loading plan, but only incremental FE analysis was performed up to 4% drift angle (0.04 rad) in the (+) and (−) directions, respectively, for convenience and reduced analysis time. The results are shown in Figure 10 , and the moment-rotation curve shows an inelastic behavior beyond the elastic range as the drift angle increases. As shown in the figure, the nonlinear curve of the interpretation result shows a pattern similar to the hysteretic behavior, only the larger the drift angle is, the larger the difference is. A 20 mm rigid element was modeled at the end of the column to assume both ends of the column as a hinge in the finite element modeling, before the boundary condition was applied. FE analysis should be performed according to the cyclic loading plan, but only incremental FE analysis was performed up to 4% drift angle (0.04 rad) in the (+) and (−) directions, respectively, for convenience and reduced analysis time. The results are shown in Figure 10 , and the moment-rotation curve shows an inelastic behavior beyond the elastic range as the drift angle increases. As shown in the figure, the nonlinear curve of the interpretation result shows a pattern similar to the hysteretic behavior, only the larger the drift angle is, the larger the difference is. First, the initial stiffness through the FEA and the initial stiffness of the experimental results are compared in Table 7 in order to compare the stiffness of the elastic region. The stiffness of the experimental results showed a 0.88-1.084 distribution relative to the initial stiffness of the specimen based on the FE analysis. The results are more consistent than the theoretical calculation. In other words, the initial stiffness of the FE model is more accurate than the simple initialized stiffness, and the initial stiffness of the test specimen is underestimated when reviewed based on the results of the analysis. The results of incremental FE analysis were compared according to the drift angle, with the results shown in Table 8 . This table shows the results of FE analysis and comparison for the drift angles of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04 rad, respectively. In the table, the moment of the specimen C200-W obtained from the experiment showed a 0.82-1.028 distribution relative to the moment based on the FE analysis. For C200-B, C100-B, and L200-B, the moments showed 0.782-1.022, 0.865-1.084, and 0.801-0.935, respectively. The averages of the comparison results for C200-W, C200-B, C100-B, and L200-B were 0.922, 0.879, 0.961, and 0.866, respectively. Although it is relatively higher than the hysteresis curve, it shows a similar change, as described in Figure 10 . Since the FE analysis is an incremental analysis, it is difficult to directly compare the results of the experiment with the cyclic load, but the similarity between the initial stiffness and the nonlinear behavior can be observed. The difference in stiffness between the test specimens of the joints also was comparatively close to the experimental results. First, the initial stiffness through the FEA and the initial stiffness of the experimental results are compared in Table 7 in order to compare the stiffness of the elastic region. The stiffness of the experimental results showed a 0.88-1.084 distribution relative to the initial stiffness of the specimen based on the FE analysis. The results are more consistent than the theoretical calculation. In other words, the initial stiffness of the FE model is more accurate than the simple initialized stiffness, and the initial stiffness of the test specimen is underestimated when reviewed based on the results of the analysis. The results of incremental FE analysis were compared according to the drift angle, with the results shown in Table 8 . This table shows the results of FE analysis and comparison for the drift angles of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04 rad, respectively. In the table, the moment t M θ of the specimen C200-W obtained from the experiment showed a 0.82-1.028 distribution relative to the moment FEA M θ based on the FE analysis. For C200-B, C100-B, and L200-B, the moments showed 0.782-1.022, 0.865-1.084, and 0.801-0.935, respectively. The averages of the comparison results for C200-W, C200-B, C100-B, and L200-B were 0.922, 0.879, 0.961, and 0.866, respectively. Although it is relatively higher than the hysteresis curve, it shows a similar change, as described in Figure 10 . Since the FE analysis is an incremental analysis, it is difficult to directly compare the results of the experiment with the cyclic load, but the similarity between the initial stiffness and the nonlinear behavior can be observed. The difference in stiffness between the test specimens of the joints also was comparatively close to the experimental results. 
Comparison and Evaluation of the Test Results
Comparison of the Welded and Bolted Joints
For the comparison of the welded and bolted joints, specimens C200-W and C200-B were compared. The initial stiffness of the welded joint increased by about 4.3% in the (+) direction and by about 8.5% in the (−) direction compared to that of the bolted joint, and the maximum resisting force increased by about 3.0% in the (+) direction and by about 11.9% in the (−) direction. As the welded joint could secure integrity, it showed higher initial rigidity and maximum resisting force than the bolted joint. The difference from the bolted joint, which is essential for completing a modular system, was not large. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 9 and Figure 11 . 
Comparison and Evaluation of the Test Results
Comparison of the Welded and Bolted Joints
Comparison Depending on the Shape of the Ceiling Bracket
For comparison, depending on the size and shape of the ceiling bracket, specimens C200-B, C100-B, and L200-B were compared. Compared to specimen C200-B, where the size of the ceiling 
For comparison, depending on the size and shape of the ceiling bracket, specimens C200-B, C100-B, and L200-B were compared. Compared to specimen C200-B, where the size of the ceiling bracket was channel 200 × 100 × 4.5 (see Table 1 ), the initial stiffness of specimen C100-B and specimen L200-B decreased by 7.2% and 4.6%, respectively, in the (+) direction, and by 6.6% and 11.0%, respectively, in the (−) direction; the maximum moment decreased by 13.2% and 5.1%, respectively, in the (+) direction, and by 17.1% and 8.2%, respectively, in the (−) direction. It is thought that the stiffness and resisting force of the joint decreased as the size of the ceiling bracket decreased, and the shape changed from the channel to the L-section. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 10 and Figure 12 . Table 1 ), the initial stiffness of specimen C100-B and specimen L200-B decreased by 7.2% and 4.6%, respectively, in the (+) direction, and by 6.6% and 11.0%, respectively, in the (−) direction; the maximum moment decreased by 13.2% and 5.1%, respectively, in the (+) direction, and by 17.1% and 8.2%, respectively, in the (−) direction. It is thought that the stiffness and resisting force of the joint decreased as the size of the ceiling bracket decreased, and the shape changed from the channel to the L-section. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 10 and Figure 12 . 
Evaluation of Seismic Performance
For the drift angle of each specimen, the rotational deformation capacity corresponding to 0.04 rad was evaluated based on a special moment frame. Considering the strength degradation occurring at the joint due to the increased deformation, the flexural strength of the joint was evaluated based on the strength for the joint of a special moment frame (0.8 ).
All four specimens satisfied the drift angle, but specimens C100-B and L200-B could not satisfy the plastic flexural strength at 0.04 rad for a special moment frame (0.8 ). This result was predictable from the results of the previous section. In the (+) and (−) directions, specimen C200-B showed 0.04522 and 0.04525 deformation capacities, respectively, and the moments at 0.04 rad were 1.044 and 1.021, respectively, relative to the plastic flexural strength standard of a joint (0.8 ). Thus, the specimen could satisfy the seismic-performance requirements of a special moment frame. Therefore, it is thought that when a modular system building is designed using the joint details of specimen C200-B, the special moment frame among the steel frames can be used as a seismic structure system. Tables 11  and 12 summarize the experiment results based on the seismic-design regulations, and Figure 13 shows the seismic performance of each specimen. 
For the drift angle of each specimen, the rotational deformation capacity corresponding to 0.04 rad was evaluated based on a special moment frame. Considering the strength degradation occurring at the joint due to the increased deformation, the flexural strength of the joint was evaluated based on the strength for the joint of a special moment frame (0.8M p ).
All four specimens satisfied the drift angle, but specimens C100-B and L200-B could not satisfy the plastic flexural strength at 0.04 rad for a special moment frame (0.8M p ). This result was predictable from the results of the previous section. In the (+) and (−) directions, specimen C200-B showed 0.04522 and 0.04525 deformation capacities, respectively, and the moments at 0.04 rad were 1.044 and 1.021, respectively, relative to the plastic flexural strength standard of a joint (0.8M p ). Thus, the specimen could satisfy the seismic-performance requirements of a special moment frame. Therefore, it is thought that when a modular system building is designed using the joint details of specimen C200-B, the special moment frame among the steel frames can be used as a seismic structure system. Tables 11  and 12 summarize the experiment results based on the seismic-design regulations, and Figure 13 shows the seismic performance of each specimen. 
Conclusions
In this study, a modular system that has no cross-sectional column loss, can be easily installed and disassembled using a power tool, and can implement a fully rigidly connected joint between units was investigated, and the seismic performance verified. To verify the seismic performance of the proposed modular system, which can enable the construction of mid-to high-rise modular 
In this study, a modular system that has no cross-sectional column loss, can be easily installed and disassembled using a power tool, and can implement a fully rigidly connected joint between units was investigated, and the seismic performance verified. To verify the seismic performance of the proposed modular system, which can enable the construction of mid-to high-rise modular buildings, a cyclic loading test was conducted using a column-beam joint system connected by a simple and standardized connecting device, and the following results were obtained.
The theoretical and experimental results were compared and analyzed with respect to the initial stiffness and the maximum resisting force. Results showed that the initial stiffness obtained from the experiment accurately predicted the theoretical value and FE analysis, and that the maximum resisting force obtained from the experiment exceeded the theoretical value. This indicates that a rigidly connected joint structural performance could be secured. The stiffness and resisting force of the modular joint decreased as the size of the ceiling bracket decreased, and the shape changed from the channel to the L-section. Accordingly, a strong column-weak beam concept can be applied in the structural design of the proposed modular building system combined in a basic unit. Based on the evaluation of the seismic performance, depending on the shape of the ceiling bracket, it is thought that when the ceiling bracket is larger than the one used for specimen C200-B, the modular system can be used as a seismic-force-resisting system to serve as a special moment frame.
In the future, an empirical evaluation needs to be performed by reflecting the experiment results for the modular system consisting of the aforementioned connection. Various studies also need to be performed using the joint method and scale as the variables.
